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NAME

EMAIL

CONTACT

Colin Sorias
colinsorias@yahoo.com
Allan Girod 788-8959
Hash Cash Lorin Paton 622-5806
Salma Khan
salmakhan_10@hotmail.com
Marita Guevara
mcguevar@tstt.co.tt
Betty Agostini, Diane Henderson, Marguerite Aanensen, Joanne Esdale,
Jordan Scheer, Gerry Soogrim[Hash Booze]

Date:
10 May 2014

Site:
AltaVista, Arima

Hares:
Victor, Maritza, Hayden, George,
Susan, Robin, Andrew

305-1053
753-8843
685-3600

Scribe:
Empress Pettylicious

Another newbie Trash writer… oh well…here goes nothing. This
hash run was an easy drive for me as it was set a stone throw
away from my backyard. Lush green tropical rain forest and rainy
season combined, gives a home not only for the birds, butterflies
and other forest animal; but only makes you wonder if the snakes
would come out to play! Alta Vista our hash site perched just on
the left after Asa Wright nature centre took us all through the
scenic Arima valley of the Northern Range. Drivers along this side
were greeted by windy roads. Did I mention these windy roads run
alongside miles and miles of cliff and precipice?? Yes, but don’t be
afraid of driving off the precipice, just ensure to drive under 50
and let your beer wear off before you leave the site for home.
Nevertheless, the rainforest is always breath taking. The stretch
of bamboo that arches the road makes you feel like you are on a
royal drive. The sights of Poui and other types of trees are
sprinkled across the mountains and they go on and on till the eyes
cannot see. Not to mention the change in temperature
of hotness to coolness. Hashing in a rainforest has
perks. After everyone had arrived and parked on the
very narrow road it was time to gather for the usual
start of the hash with HM welcoming everyone and
handing over to the Hare for further instructions. There
was some hype about who would get ah snake bite and
then the ON ON was given.
For a minute everyone
seemed lost, no one had found the start-up and this
caused people to be liming on the top road. After the
lime broke up the trail was finally found taking us
downhill into the lush bushes. This run could not have
hit the mud, mush of leaves and mud water any faster,
but say wah! Don’t we all just live for those hash moments where we stomp into slushy, muddy,
decomposing forest matter?! The run went on and on through a few X’s which then led to some
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minor hills. These minor hills can be defined as the hills that are not so steep, that you can
actually run up the entire thing and then down and back up another without feeling ‘bun’. Yes
even I was like yesss feel the burn! Okay so the run was going really great. A few ‘hash
pushers’ (people who run past you really fast and wild pushing you out of the way), more mud
and slush, some very slippery rocks later we finally met our match. The climax of this Alta Vista
hash. So there it was! One of those Major hills… Major hills can be defined as one of those hills
that goes on and on and on and on, times 100, until you keep looking up into the sky trying to
calculate the tree height and the angle of light permeating
them to figure out… when the hell would we reach the top
and be put out of such misery. I must admit, I felt a little
nauseous. I felt like my lunch which I had eaten more than
three hours before hash wanted to come up. But I kept it
down because am a trooper! (and because I didn’t want
Ash, Devon or Marita to see and later at down down
nominate me for POOFTA). Alas, I did not feel too bad
because behind me I heard a few moans and groans about
this monster hill, as well as observed other people slowing
down but still fighting to reach the top. Ten million years
later (or what if felt like) we reached the top! The RUN IN!
And run in we did. Hash was okay, ran back to base and people were still in the pool. Oh yea
did I mention entry fee was $20? I didn’t even get a free Coca Cola or Lucozade! ON ON till
next hash….
Virgins: Marsha, Sylvia, Shivanie, Michael, Luz, Yogi, Julien, Sonia, Nathalia, Andrea, Yohan,
Peter, Rocky
New Shoes: Annie, Rickky, Jessie, Sylvia, Michael

Birthday:- Numbnuts

Poofter: Annie for being a litterbug on her way to the hash

HM’s Histrionics
We always look forward to hashes up along the Bye-Pass Road, Arima; enjoying the serenity &
beauty of the northern range on the drive is something to behold – some added value for your
Saturday evening sacrifice. Our run site was a rustic eco-lodge, somewhat nestled off a ridge. A
great turnout for this run; which saw the front runners completing it in 50 minutes. Short &
sweet was the mantra of these seven hares! That’s how it goes sometimes.
The lime was great, and the food was well patronized. Thanks to the hares for organizing a
lovely spot for us all…Definitely someplace to return to in short time. On On
Segregate your waste at the hash! Remember Disassemble, Crush & Dispose

responsibly. We’re all in this together!
Hareline 2014
RUN# DATE (2014)

HARES

SITE & INFO

866

Jun 7

Arima Spartans

TBA

NIL

Jun 19

Jamaica HHH/ Overseas 2014

New Kingston, Jamaica

867/
868

Jun 21/ 22

Jamaica HHH/ Overseas 2014

Portland, Jamaica

NIL

Jun 21

TBA/ Hash Run Trinidad

TBA

Oct 23-26

TOBAGO HASH WEEKEND 2014

CROWN POINT, TOBAGO – DETAILS
AVAILABLE ON WEBSITE POSHHH.ORG
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